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The idea of compulsory international adjudication found its place in inter
national law only .in stages. Amidst the conflicting views of the international 
community, the so-called Optional Clause of the Statute of the International 
Court of Justice finally came into. existence. The history of the Optional 
Clause shows that the Big Powers as well as the smaller Countries have 
never been enthusiastic to it. The sweeping reservations made by the United 
States, France, U.K. and many other States have left the scope of compul
sory jurisdiction extremely vague and limited. 1 Corbett remarks that these 
reservations and exceptions "have turned this route to generalised comp.ul-
sory jurisdiction into something of a blind alley."2 · 

The States, therefore, appear to have agreed to the idea ofcompuJsory 
/ adjudication in case of international disputes subject only to their being 

allowed to exercise their right to make reservations. 

The Third United Nations Conference on Law of the Sea witnessed diffe
rent trends inasmu.ch as compulsory settlement mechanisms found the 
support of many States for the settlement of the law of the sea disputes. The 

. States have also given expression to the doctrine of no11-frustration while 
evolving the machinery for compulsory international adjudication. However, 
the States expressed divergent opinions on the issue of 'limitations and 
exceptions' of the compulsory international adjudication of the sea disputes; 
some delegates were strongly opposed to the exclusion of any broad cate
gories of disputes from the jurisdiction of the dispute settlement machinery.' 

tj,· 
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In particular, several of them objected to the exemption of disputes relating 
to matters of exclusive jurisdiction of the coastal States a·nd emphasized the 
special need for settlement of disputes relating to this novel area of interna
tional law.4 Another group of delegates with equal vigour insisted that ex
clusive economic zone should not be jeopardized by its submission to the 
jurisdiction of aµy international forum.' While some members of this group 
opposed the exceptions suggested in the President's text, others thought that 
questions of navigation and overflight might be subject to international 
adjudication.6 Fears were expressed that national jurisdiction over fisheries 
might be threatened by distant water fishing States;7 on the other hand, some 
States pointed out that rights retained by States under the Law of the Sea 
Convention might be easily nullified by coastal States if no recourse to an· 
international tribunal was available.• The danger of anarchy was emphasized, 
and it was noted that small and poor States need the protection of the law 
and of international tribun~ls more than rich and powerful ones.9 Finally, 
it was agreed that certain categories of disputes (arising out of navigation, 
overflight, laying of submarine cables and pipelines, preservation and pro
tection of the marine environment, marine scientific research and fisheries) 
concerning the interpretation or application of the Convention with regard 
to the exercise by a coastal State of its sovereign rights. or jurisdiction shall 
be settled by resort to compulsory settlement procedures. 

2,21 Limitations 

The consensus between the States at the .UNCLOS III on the applicability 
of compulsory settlement procedures in cases of certain categories of disputes 
in the Exclusive Economic Zone gave rise to apprehension of some delegates 
that such procedures might jeopardise the economic or legal security of the 
coastal States by their constant harassment of having to appear before inter
natiorial tribunals at considerable loss of time and money.•0 Such apprehen
sion did not. ·find any reflection either in Single Negotiating Text or in 
Revised.Single Negotiating Text.II However, the matter was further pursued 
in 1977 and was given vigorous expression in the Informal Composite Nego
tiating Text. 12 The objective was achieved by setting down in paragraph I of 
Article 296, series of conditions, all of which had to be met 6efore any 
forum could deal with any dispute relating to the exercise by a coastal State 
of sovereign rights or jurisdiction. Those cumulative conditions were: (a) the 
court or tribunal .shall not call upon the other party or parties to respond 
until the party which has submitted the dispute has established prima facie 
that the claim is well-founded; (b) such court or tribunal shall not entertain 
any application which in its opinion constitutes.an abuse of.legal process or 
is frivolous or vexatious; and (c) such court or tribunal shall immediately 
notify the other party to the dispute that ·the dispute has been submitted and 
such pa.rty shall be entitled, if it so desires, to . present objections to the 
entertainment of the application. ·In his expiailatory memorandum, the Con-
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ference President wrote: 

"The new formulation of Article 296 is intended to provide safeguards 
against an abuse o( power by a coastal State and at the same tinie · to 
avoid'an abuse of legal process by other States. In paragraph, I of this 
article, proVisiotl has been made through procedural devices to avoid the 
abuse of legal process." 13 ., · 

The abovementioned preliminary requirements are familiar defences in the 
common ·law system.1•· As formulated i11 paragraph I of Article 296 of 
l.C:N.T., the preliminary requireme11ts put the .burden on the plaintiff to 
establish all of these propositions even before the defendant objects to any 
o(them.ts 

The philosophy behind abovemeiltioned provision is that in given cir
cumstances, a State inight be in need of some additional protection against 
unjustified legal proceedings ·in the novel situations contemplated in the new 
law of the sea. However cumulative conditions mentioned in paragraph 1 of 
article 296 of I.C.N .T. give rise to conceptual and technical difficulties. Con
ceptually, the popular terms of. municipal law namely •frivolous' and 
'vexatious' are unknown in international law. Both these terms, borrowed 
from domestic law,'are inappropriate to public international law and inter
·n:ational relations, and· their introduction in the dispute settlement machinery 
of the Law of the Se~ Convention might reduce to an empty shell all the 
laboriously created, balanced system of third-party settlement. The applica
bility of such terms to international law would result in the generation of 
international tension and deterioration of international relations between the 
States.16 Technically, the basic structure and function of international adju
dication as if has developed ln the practice and procedure of the Interna
tional Court of Justice, in established patterns of international arbitration, 
and as is envisaged in the Statute of the Law of the Sea Tribunal, . technical 
obstacles, preventing ex p'arte pronouncements proprio motu by any·standing 
or ad hoc international tribunal, solely ori the basis of a unilateral institution 
oT proceedlngs, that the claim is not prima fticie well-founded, can easily be 
imagined:17 Since those cumulative conditions were to apply to all proceed
ings against all ·coastal States relating to the exercise of their "sovereign 
· rights or jurisdiction provided for in the present Convention", many saw· a 
danger that the mere presence of paragaph I in that form could render the 
whole dispute settlement process illusory and perhaps imperil the process of 
bringing the Convention into force. 18 · 

Negotiating Group 5 attempted to. repair the situa.tion. 19 It redrafted 
Article 296(1) of I..C.N.T. as Article 296 bis. 

Article 296 bis-Preliminary Proceedings 

·· .. I. A ~ourt or tribunal provided for in Article 287 to which an applica
tion,is made in respect of a dispute referred to in. Article 296 shall 
determin~ at, tile_ xe_g_uest of._ a party, or may determine on its o_wn 
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initiative, whether the claim constitutes an abuse of legal process or 
whether it is established prima facie to be well founded. If the court 
or tribunal determines that the claim constitutes an abuse of legal 
process ot is prima facie unfounded, it shall take no further action 
in the case. 

2. On receipt of such an application, the court or tribunal shall imme
diately notify the other party or parties to the dispute of the applica
tion, and _shall fix a reasonable time-limit within which the other 
party or parties may request such a determination. 

3. Nothing in paragraph I or 2 affects the right of any party to a dis
pute to raise preliminary objections in accordance with the applicable 
rules of procedure. · 

Article 296 bis consolidated several informal suggestions advanced during 
the discussion.2• The enquiry -0f the Article 296. bis was restricted to the 
following twq cumulative conditions: firstly, whether the claim was prima 
facie well founded (the decision would be limited to a determination that the 
claim was or was not prima facie unfounded); and secondly, whether the 
institution of the proceedings was an abuse of legal process. Article 296 bis 
constituted an improvement over article 296(1) of I.C.N.T. inasmuch as it 
did not mention any frivolous or vexatious claim which could block an 
application to the court or tribunal. Furthermore, it required the court to 
decide whether a claim is primafacie unfounded, a significant improvement 
over I.C.N.T. which required the moving party to establish that the claim 
was well founded. If the application was faulted on either of the named 
grounds, the court or tribunal would not take further action in the case. 

The Law of the Sea Convention contains the abovementioned safeguards 
for avoidance of the abuse of legal process and assurance of well founded 
claims being filed. The significance of such safeguards was implicity recogniz
ed by the International Court of Justice. In some requests for indication of 
interim measures. of protection, the International Court of Justice, on. the 
basis of an informal reaction of the respondent State not necessarily in a 
pleading, has made an ex parte examination and provisional determination 
as to the existence of a prima facie claim.21 Furthermore, a 'Close look at 
cases brought by unilateral application befo·re the International Court.of 
Justice since 1946 may support a view that not all of them were sincere 

· attempts to seek judicial ·resolution of legal disp,utes, and in that sense may 
have been abusive of legal process.22 The Rules adopted by the International 
Court of Justice contain some safeguards against such abuse, although these 
are not as specific and, express as the abovementioned safeguards.23 

UN Convention on the Law of the Sea imposes the following limitations 
on the applicability of the machinery of compulsory international adjudica
iion:24 

1; Disputes concerning the interpretation or application of this Conveli• 
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tion with regard to the exercise· by a coastal State of its sovereign 
rights or jurisdiction provided for in this Convention, shall be subject 
to the procedures provided for in Section 2 in the following cases: 
(a) When it is alleged that a coastal State lias acted in contravention 

of the provisions of this Convention in regard to the freedoms 
and rights of navigation, overflight or the laying of submarine 

· cables and pipelines, or in regard to other internationally lawful 
uses of the sea specified in Article 58; · 

(b) · When it is alleged that a State in exercising the aforementioned 
freedoms, rights or uses has acted in contravention of this Con
vention or of laws or regulations adopted by the coastal State in 
conformity with this Convention and other rules of international 
law not incompatible with this Convention; or. 

(c) When it is alleged that a coastal .State has acted in contravention 
of specified international rules and standards for the protection 
and preservation of the marine environment which are applicable· 

· tp the coastal State and which have been_ established by this 
Convention or through a competent international organization or 
diplomatic conference in accordance with this Convention. 

2. (a) Disputes concerning the interpretation or application of the pro
visions of this Convention with regard to marine scientific researc.h 
shall be settled in . ac.cordance. with Section 2, except that the 
coastal State shall not be obliged to accept the submission to such 
settlement of any dispute arising 011t of: 
(i) the exercise by the coastal State of a right or discretion in 

accordance with Article 246; or · 
(ii) a decision by the coastal State to order suspension or cessa

tion of a research pro}ect in accordance with Article 253. 
(b) A dispute arising from an allegation by the researching State that 

with ·respect to a specific project the coastal State is not exercis
i~g its rights under Articles 246 and 253 in a manner compatible 

· with this Convention shall be submitted, at the request pf either 
party; to conciliation under Annex V, Section 2, provided that 
the conciliation comniission shall'not call in question that exercise 
by the coastal State of its discretion to designate specific areas as 
referred to in Article 246, paragraph 6, of.its discretion to with
hold consent in accordance with Article 246, paragraph 5 .. , 

3: (a) Disputes ·concerning the interpretation or application of the pro
visions of this Convention with regard to fisheries shall be settled 
in accordance with Section 2, except that the coastal State shall 
not be obliged to accept the submission to such settlement of any 
dispute relating to its sovereign rights· with respect to the living 
resources in the exclusive economic zone or their exercise, inc.lud
ing its discretionary powers for determining the allowable catch, 

. · . ..its:harvesting,capacity, the.allocation,of surpluses to other States 
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and the terms and conditions established in its conservation arid 
. management laws and regulations. 

(b) Where .no settlement has been reached by recourse to Section J, 
of this part, a dispute shall be submitted to conciliation under 
Annex V, Section· 2, at the request of any party to the dispute, 
when it is alleged that: 

(i) a coastal Staie has manifestly failed to comply with its 
obligations to ensure through proper conservation and mana
gement measures that the maintenance of the living resources 
in the exclusive economic zone is not seriously endangered; 

(ii) a coastal State has arbitrarily refused to determine, at the 
request of another State, the allowable catch and its capacity 
to harvest living resources with respect to stocks which that 
other State is interested in fishing; or 

(iii) a coastal State has arbitrarily refused to allocate to any State, 
under Article 62, 69, 70 and under the terms and conditions 
established by the coastal state consistent with this Conven
tion, the whole or part of the surplus it has declared to exit. 

(c) In no case shall the Conciliation Commission substitute its discre
tion for that of the coastal State. 

( d) The report of the Conciliation Commission shall l)e communica: 
ted to the appropriate international organization. ·· 

(e) In negotiating agreements pursuant to Article 69 and 70, State 
· parties, unle.ss they otherwise agree, shall include a clause on 
measures which they shall take in order to minimize the possibility 
of a disagreement concerning the interpretation or application of 

· the agreement, and on how they should proceed if a disagreement 
nevertheless arises. 0

'"' 

Paragraph I of the above·provision proceeds on the premise that the disputes 
relating to the exercise by a coastal State of its sovereign rights or jurisdiction 
are, -generally, outside the sphere of application of the machinery of compul
·sory international adjudication. The compulsory international adjudicatory 
machinery finds limited application in. cases of certain categories of such 
disputes concerning freedoms and rights of navigation, overflight, laying of 
submarine cables and pipelines, contravention of international rules and 
standards for the· protection and preservation of the marine environment, 
marine scientific research, fisheries, etc. The applicability clause o.f the above 
provision refers to 'sovereign rights or jurisdiction' and makes no reference 
of 'sovereignty' inspite of the fact that the Convention on the Law of the 
Sea deals not. only with 'sovereign rights' and 'jurisdiction' in the_ Exclusive 
Economic Zone but also with "sovereignty" in territorial waters, internal 
waters and archipelagic waters. Does it mean that compulsory dispute settle
ment procedures apply in cases of disputes on matters over which the coastal 
State exercises its sovereignty or such disputes are automatically excepted 
from compu!sory settlement procedures? The answer to this _question is a. 
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matter of interpretation. According to· one interpretation disputes arising out 
of matters under sovereignty of the coastal States· shall not fall within the 
scope of compulsory dispute settlement procedures.25 The other interpretation 
may be that the provision iipp!ies also to the territorial sea, in which the 
sovereign rights of a coastal State are even broader than the sovereign rights 
in exclusiv•e economic zone, because these are not restricted to economic 
resources but relate also to' other matters26 and, therefore, in the territorial 
waters, on the one hand, there are much broader rights of the coastal States 
and on the other hand the right of innocent passage, and finally the right of 
the coastal State to regulate the innocent passage, which in case of violation 
might make compulsory dispute settlement mechanisms applicable. The adop
tion of former approach is preferable as it is based on logical considerations 
inasmuch as the disputes arising from the conduct of States in their territorial 
sea are assumed .to be unquestionably within the competence of domestic 
courts, as in the case of those arising in the land territory of a State. It is for 
this reason that compulsory dispute settlement provisions of the Convention 
draw clear distinction between 'sovereignty' and 'sovereign rights'. 

The ,Convention on the Law of the Sea imp!icitely provides that disputes 
concerning exercise of the sovereign rights or jurisdjction of a coastal State 
(Ire not subject to compulsory dispute settlement procedure except in the 
following cases .. 

2.211 Navigation, Overflight, Laying of Submarine Cables andPipelines, etc.· 

The Law of the Sea Convention favours maritime interests in providing that 
any interference by the coastal States with freedoms and rights of navigation 
or overflight or of th·e laying of submariri.e ·cables and pipelines, or with other 
internationally ·lawful uses of the sea specified in the Convention (in Article 
58) shall be subject to review by an international tribunal.27 A perusal of 
Article 58 makes it clear that "other internationally lawful uses of the Sea" 
are related to freedoms of navigation, overflight and laying of submarine 
cables and pipelines, such as those associated .with the operation of ships, 
aircraft and submarine cables and pipelines and compatible with the other 
provisions of this Convention. The Convention, further provides that if in 
exercising these freedoms, rights or uses any State violates the Law of the 
Sea Convention or laws ot regulations (e.g., in the environmental area) esta
blished by the coastal State in conformity with the Convention, such viola
tions will be subject to compulsory international adjudication.28 Thus, national 
courts of the coastal States have no jurisdiction to entertain disputes concern
ing exercise by a coastat State of its sovereign· rights or jurisdiction relating 
to navigation, overflight; laying of submarine cables arid pipelines or other 
internationally lawful uses of the sea related to these freedoms such as those 
associated with the operation of ships, aircraft and submarine cables and 
pipelines and compatible with other provisions of this Convention; Such dis
putes are rnbject to the jurisdiction of international tribunals. This provision. 
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is a paradise fot t~e maritime States who have considerable strategic, com
mercial and political interests in navigational operations. Nevertheless, the 
provision did not arouse controversy in the Law of the Sea Conference.29 

2.212 Marine Environ;,,ent 

:rhe view has been constantly expressed that, in the field of the protection 
and ·preservation of the environment, more efforts should be directed toward 
developing techniques for disputes avoidance as opposed to formnlation of 
procedures for disputes settlement.30 The rationale for this view is as follows: 

"Certain activities harmful to the environment may cause damage or 
injury for which no restoration could be appreciably achieved. Moreover, 
it is said that the enviromnental damage may be such that no amount of 
monetary compensation· for reparation would. constitute a satisfactory 
remedy for an aggrieved party. Thus, it would be preferable to emphasise · 
the need to develop ways and means of avoiding or minimizing the 
occurrence of environmental damage and disputes in the first place, rather 
than the desire to establish modalities for giving effect to the legal rights 
and interests of the parties, through a dispute settlement mechanism, after 
the environmental damage has actually occurred"." 

This approach is at the root of the national laws of certain ·industrial States 
which require. the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement or 
Environmental Assessment Document concerning a particular planned deve
lopmental activ_ity.32 This procedure, which is now being followed by inter 
governmental institutions such as the World Bank33 is clearly aimed at achiev
ing the necessary evalnation of the impact of a, particular developmental 
activity upon the environment, leading hopefully to a rational decision as to 
alternative means, which may require additional expenses, to carry out the 
project without unduly damaging the envi_ronment _and avoiding the disputes 
which may arise from competing rights.and interests.34 The United Natio.ns 
Environment Programme (UNEP) was the first to recognize this under its 
concept of 'additiona!ity', built into its environmental funding programme." 
At the same time, there is also a need to exercise caution not to use environ
mental reasons as pretexts for defeating developmental projects in the deve
loping countries or· for limiting the chances of entry into the world market 
of certain products _from developing countries thereby affecting their inter
national trade.36 The preventive approach is clearly reflected in numerous 
global or regional conventions which are aimed at protecting the marine 
environment from land based pollution, vessel source pollution, and from 
pollution by any dumping activity.37 If preventive approach fails, unavoided 
disputes are seU!ed by resort to international adjudication.38 

UN Convention on the Law of the Sea gives expression to the preventive 
approach (dispute avoidance) by making numerous substantive pro.visions 
designed to achieve protection and preservation of the marine environment.39 

But where the conduct of the actors in the Ocean Space results in the -damage 
to the marine environment, resulting in a dispute between States, the Law 
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of the Sea Convention has established the procedures for settling such 
environmental disputes. According to the Convention, international tribunal 
exercises jurisdiction in cases when it is alleged that a coastal State has acted 
in contravention of specified international rules and standards for the protec
tion and preservation of the'ma:rine environment which are applicable to the 
coastal State and which have been established by the present Convention or 
by a competent international or.ganization or diplomatic conference acting in . 
accordance with the present Convention.40 Thns, environmental disputes, 
without any reservation or exception, are made subject to the compulsory 
procedures. The absence of any exc·eptions concerning en viro.nmental disputes 
distinguishes such disputes from disputes relating to fisheries and scieutific 
research. The problem arises because the Convention do~s not define 'inter
national rules and standards.' Delegates participating in the Third United 

· Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea generally understood that 'inter
national rules and standards' referred to the 1973 Intergovernmental Marine 
Consulta_tive Organization (IMCO) Convention as amended by the 1978 
IMCO ·protocol thereto.41 If this interpretation is correct, the impact of the 
Law of the Sea Convention obligations on States parties to· the Law of the 
Sea Convention but not parties to the IMCO Convention is unclear.42 Treaty 
law would not bind non°parties to the IMCO Convention to those provisions 
unless the Law of the Sea Convention specifically provided for such a result. 
If the standard is to take effect when the IMCO Convention has bee_n ratified 
by so many States that it becomes customary international law, w_hat are 
States to do in the interim? The prognosis for widespread ratification or ad
herence is bleak- given the paucity of parties to the IMCO Convention.43 

Finally, "international rules and standards" could refer to the 1954 Inter
national Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil (Oil· 
Pollution Convention). 44 If so, the rules and standards would be less compre
hensive than under the 1973 IMCO Convention as amended and would regu
late only Oil Pollution. Again, the small number of adherents to the IMCO 
Convention45 .effectively precludes any attempt to apply it as evidence of 
generally accepted international rules and standards. Despite the uncertainty 
surrounding international rules and _standards, compulsory dispute settlement 
procedures apply only when a coastal State breaches these prescriptions. 
Without a clear understanding of the term, the grant of jurisdiction to dispute 
settlement procedures in cases of disputes relating to the protection and pre
servation of the marine environment could be seriously hampered. 

2.213 Scientific Re!fearch 

Scientific research is an area of considerable ititerest for the industrialized 
. States. They advocate that the activities concerning scientific research in the 
exclusive economic zone should as far as possible be'free from the control of 
coastal States.46 The Law of the Sea Convention makes an endeavour to strike 
a balance between maritime interests and. coastal interests by making certain 
disputes concerning scientific research subject to compulsory_ international 
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i1djudication and placing many caveats on the applicability of compulsory 
international adjudication to such disputes. 

The compulsory settlement mechanisms of the Law of the Sea Convention 
for the resolution of disputes relating to scien1'ific research are linked with the 
substantive provisions of the Convention concerning scientific research .. Arti
cle 238 of the Convention provides that all States, irrespective of their geo
graphical location, and competent international organizations have the right 
to conduct marine scientific research subject to the rights and duties of other 
States as provided in this Convention.47 However, significant limitations to 
this basic right are found in Article 245 of the Convention which gives coastal 
States the exclusive right to regulate and conduct marine scientific research 
in their territorial sea.48 Article 246 (1) allows the coastal States to regulate, 
authorize and conduct marine scientific research in their exclusive economic· 

. zone and continental shelf.49 Article 246 (2) requires the consent of the 
coastal State to engage in the conduct of marine scientific research in the 
exclu.sive economic zone and continental shelf.50 However, Article 246 (5) 
allows the coastal State to withhold its consent as a matter of discretion:si 
Article 246 (6) provides that coastal States may not exercise their discretion 
to withhold consent in respect of marine scientific research projects on the 
continental. shelf beyond 200 nautical miles from' the baselines, outs.ide those 
specific areas which coastal States may at any time publicly designate as areas 
in which exploitation or detailed exploratory operations ~ocused on those 
areas are occuring or will occur within a reasonable period of time.52 Article 
253 allows the coastal State to require the suspension or cessation of marine 
scientific research activities as a matter of right. 53 

The dispute settlement machinery of the earlier texts (before integration), 
produced for the facilitation of the negotiations in the Law. of the Sea Con
ference, did not distinguish between disputes relating to marine environment 
and marine scientific research and made the disputes concerning marine 
scientific research subject to compulsory dispute settlement procedures when 
the coastal State had allegedly acted in contravention of specified interna
tional standards or criteria for the conduct of marine scientific research which 
were applicable to the coastal State.54 Later, the integrated text laid down the 
general rule that no dispute relating to the interpretation or application of 
the provisions of the Convention concerning marine scientific research shall 
be· subject to compulsory settlement procedures55• However, the integrated 
text made the following two exceptions to the. general rule: firstly, the failure 
to comply with the provisions of article 247 and 254 (corresponding toArti0 

cles 246 and.253 of the Law of the Sea Convention); and secondly, the sub
stitution of discretion by the international forum for that of the coastal State.56 

The integrated text contai.ned an exception to the first exception providing 
that in :no case shall the exercise of a right or discretion by the coastal State 
in accordance with Article 247 ( corresponding to Article 246 of the Conven
tion), or a decision taken by the coastal State in accordance with Article 254. 
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(corresponding to · Article 253 . of the Convention), be called in question.57 

The approach of the integrated text is negative and pessimistic and accor
dingly tends to weaken compulsory international adjudication. 

The Law of the Sea Convention modifies the above approach in positive 
terms and broadens the scope of compulsory international adjudication 
111achinery in cases of disputes concerning scientific research. The Conven
tion provides that disputes concerning the interpretation or application 
of the provisions of the Convention with regard to marine scientific research 
shall be subject to compulsory settlement procedures of the Convention.58 

However, the coastal State shall not be obliged to accept the. submission to · 
such settlement of any dispute arising.out of: (i) ·the exercise by the coastal 
State of a right or discretion in accordance with Article. 246; or (ii) a deci
sion by the coastal State to order suspension or cessation of a research pro
ject in accordance with Article 253.59 While dealing with the disputes relating 
to scientific research, the Convention does not refer to 'sovereign rights', 
'sovereignty', 'jurisdiction', or· 1exclusive jurisdiction'. The omission might 
have opened the gates for the claims for extension of the scope of the pro
vision to the territorial sea if there were no reference to Article 246 and:253 
which implicitly indicate that the provision is only applicable to exclusive 
economic zone and continental shelf. To put the things beyond all possible 
doubts, it is in the fitness of things to make the provision regarding scienti
fic research as sub-paragraph (d) of the paragraph (I) of Article 297, instead 
of keeping it in a separate paragraph. 

· The'Convention on the Law of the Sea further provides that a dispute 
arising from an allegation by the researching Siate that with respect to a 
specific project the coastal State is not exercising its rights under Articles · 
246 and 253 in a manner compatible with this Convention shall be submitted, 
at the request of either party, to conciliation. 60 However, the Conciliation 
Commission shall not call in question the exercise by the coastal State of its 
discretion to designate specific areas as referred to in Article 246, paragraph 
6 or of.its discretion to withhold consent in accordance with Article 246, 
paragraph 5,61 

The application of the compulsory conciliation procedure for the resolu
tion of disputes concerning scientific research depicts exemplary enthusiasm 
of the. coa.stal States for compulsory conciliation. The enthusiasm of the 
coastal States for compulsory conciliation procedure is also evidenced from 
the fact that the Convention makes compulsory conciliation procedure appli
cable to resolve disputes relating to scientific research arising out of the 
mat.ters which are of vital· importance to coastal States. Thus, the States 
have accepted compulsory conciliation procedure for the settlement of those 
disp11tes wh.ich they did not want to refer to. compulsory settlement proce
dures entailing binding decisions. It is perhaps due to the fact .that the de
cision of the· Conciliation Commission is not binding for the disputing States 
although resort to it .is compulsory in .cases of certain categories of scientific 
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research disputes specified in the Convention. In view of the nature of the 
process of compulsory international adjudication, compulsory conciliation 
procedure is undeniably one of the modes of compulsory .iniernational ad
judication. Th.e machinery of compulsory international adjudication of the 
Law of the Sea Convention has, therefore, been strengthened inasmuch 
as it has been broad based by compulsory conciliatory technique. This 

· technique len\ls acceptability to the provision which is one of the essential 
characteristics of an ideal dispute settlement. 

2.214 Fisheries 

The issues pertaining to fisheries are of immense economic significance to 
coastal States and user States. The user States including distant water fish
ing States, land-locked States and geographically disadvantaged States es
pouse the cause of international jurisdiction in cases of fisheries disputes 
concerning exclusive e,conomic zone whereas coastal States are lnterested in 
the exclusion of such disputes from international jurisdiction. The Law of 
the Sea Convention reflects a balance of the conflicting interests of coastal 
States and user States by making fisheries disputes relating to exclusive eco
nomic zone subject to compulsory settlement procedures and, at the same 
time, placing many limitat.ions on international jurisdiction . 

. The provisions concerning settlement of fisheries disputes of the Law of 
the Sea Convention are closely related to the substantive articles of the Con
vention regarding fisheries (article 61 to 75). Article.61 is the main provision 
setting forth the coastal State's right in relation to conservation of the living 
resources in the exclusive economic zone.e2 Article 62 deals with rights to 
the utilization of th.ose living resources. 63 Article 69 details the rights of 
land-locked States to those resorces,64 and Article 70 deals with the right of 

; c~rtain developing coastal States in a subregion or region to those living re
sources.65 These provi.sions concretize main elements of the 'sovereign rights' 
o{ the coastal State to the living resources in the exclusive economic zone, 

The Revised Single Negotiating Text subjected those fisheries disputes in 
exclusive economic zone to compulsory settlement procedures where coastal 
State had allegedly manifestly ·railed to comply with specified conditions 

. established by the Convention relating to the ·exercise of its rights or per
forinance of its duties in respect of living resources provided that the sover
eign rights of the coastal State could in no case be called in question.66 The 
provision und.erwerit changes in the 1nformal Composite Negotiating Text 
by way of its elaboration· and further specification. 67 The Law of the Sea 
Convention' contains far reaching changes.68 It begins by asserting in princi
ple that disputes relating to-th~ interpretation or application of the provi
sions ot this Convention with regard to fisheries shall be subject to the 
co~puisoiy seitlemerit_ procedures. But the exception immediately follows:. 

the coastal State shall not be obliged to accept the submission to such 
. settlement "of any disputes relatipg to its sovereign rights with r.espect 
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to the living resources in the exclusive economic zone. or their exercise, 
including its discretionary powers for determining the allowable catch, 
its harvesting capacity, the allocation of surpluses to oiher States and 
the terms and conditions established in its conservation and management 
regulations." · 

Those exceptions may well be quantitatively larger than the initial grant of 
jurisdiction· over disputes with regard to fisheries:69 The . excepted matters 
themselves are regulated substantively. in the substantive provisions of the 
Convention relating to fisheries.70 In some respect, coastal States may have 
parallel rights to certain fisheries on the high Seas, specifically as regards 
highly migratory species and anadromous stocks, 71 and more generally as 
well.72 Because the scope of the. fisheries disputes settlement provision of 
the Law of the Sea Convention is strictly limited to. tlie exclusive economic 
zone, fisheries disputes relating to maritime spaces seaward of the outer limit 
of the exclusive economic zone would appear to come within the scope of 
the compulsory settlement provisions of the Law of the Sea Co.nvention,73 

and more particularly of_ Article 287. 

· The Law of the Sea Convention, in the process to strike a balance bet
·ween the interests of coastal State.s and user Siates provides for settlement 
by compulsory recourse to conciliation machinery74 for three specific types of 
disputes that are excluded from the binding settlement procedures, namely 
(a) allegations that a coastal State has manifestly failed to comply with its 
obligations ·to ensure through proper conservation and management measures 
that the maintenance of the living resources in the exclusive· economic zont 
is not seriously endangered; (b) ailegations that a coastal State has arbitra
rily refused to determine, at the request of another State the allowable catch 
·and its capacity to harvest living resources with respect to stocks which that 
other State is interested in fishing; or (c) allegations that a coastal State bas 
arbitrarily refused to allocate to any State, under Articles 62, 69 and 70 and 
under the terms and conditions' established by the coastal State consistent 
with. this Convention, the wliole or part of the surplus it has declared to 
exist.75 The Convention further makes it clear that. the conciliation Com
mission shall not substitute its discretion for that of the coastal State. · 

The ability of the compulsory conciliation machinery to come to· grips 
with the merits of fisheries disputes, is considerably weakened by the fact that 
the words ~'ma~ifestly", "seriously" and "arbitfarily" admit of subjective 
interpretations. The deletion of such words lend certainty, specificity and 
effectivity io the compulsori conciliation machinery of the Convention. Such 
deletion would not adversely affect the element of acceptability inasmuch as 
acceptability has been given foremost consideration by substantially .reducing 
the proportion ·of disputes relating· to .the living resourcefof the exclusive 
economic zone that are subject to compulsory ·settlemenfproce'dures ·whether 
binding in the form of a judgment or an arbitral award, or non-binding in 
the form of a report of a conciliation commission; · · 
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2,22 Optional Exceptions 

The strength of the compulsory dispute settlement machinery is measured 
by the yardstick of its acceptability and consequently, doseness to the politi
cal reality. To meet the requirements of political.reality, the Law of the Sea 
.Convention contains provisions for the following exceptions. 

2.221 De/imitation of Maritime Boundaries 

Border disputes are as old. as the practice of acquiring territory for one's 
exclusive use. Submission of the most difficult disputes to a neutral third 
party is a tradition nearly as old. Delimitation of boundaries was ci~e of the 
most. common uses of arbitration by the Mediterranean States of classical 
antiquity.76 In the middle Ages, arbitration over unsettled limits "were among 
the more numerous."77 In modern times, States have continued to use arbh 
(ration regularly to delineate their land boilndaries.78 

· . · As long as the right of a State to claim exclusive rights in the oce~h wis 
restricted to a narrow belt of territorial sea, disputes concerning the de)imfc 
talion of maritime boundaries were relatively few and far between. Ordinafi~ 
iy, the reasonable room for disagreement was small, an.d important interest$ 
were not usually at stake. In mosfcase.s, the adjoining States were able to 
agree on a boundary. In others, they. simply left it undelimited. Even so; it 
was not unheard of for a territorial sea boundary to be submitted to arbi-

. . ~ . 

tration.79 · 

The Law of the Sea Conferences of the United Nations era have changed 
all that. In 1958, the claims of coastal States to sovereign rights over their 
continental shelves were crystallized. At the Third United Nations Con, 
ference on the Law of the Sea, the concept of 200 nautical miles economic 
zone gained acceptance and became part of the Law of the Sea Convention. 
The distances involved-upto 200 nautical miles or more-bring many more 
States into maritime contiguity than ever before. Any sea area narrower 
than 400 nautical miles across raises an issue of delimitation. The saying, 
'everyone has a neighbour', may now be strictly aild universally true with 
respect to States with sea. coasts. so Furthermore, indiosyncratic coastal 
configurations, small islands, rocks _and reefs, patte,rns of historic use, and 
in a· few ·cases-disputed sovereignty over coastal land territory or islands
all may give rise to significant and well-founded differences about the proper 
delimitation, differences tha.t simply cannot be resolved by automatic opera• 
tion of a substantive rule, regardless of how skil!fuliy drafted. Thus, mari
time boundary delimitation is likely to continue to be a most prolific, source 
of disputes between States under the_ Law of the Sea Conve~tion. . 

The Third United Nations Conference on .the Law .of the Sea has witnes
sed difficult/es ;~ ~egotiating a compromissory ~lat1se fo~ the resolution of 
maritime delimitation disputes. At Geneva part of its Seventh Session, in 
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the Spring of 1978, the Conference decided that the questions associated 
with marine boundary delimitation were among the 'hard core issues' facing 
.it. Combining both the substantive and jurisdictional aspects of the problem, 
the issue was framed by the. plenary as: "delimitation of maritime bounda
ries between adjacent and opposite State and Settlement of Disputes tbere
on."81 The plenary organized Negotiating Group 7 (NG 7) to deal with. 
the question and appointed Judge E.J. Manner (Finland) to chair it. As to 
the composition of the group, 

"(i)t was decided that as the problems relating to this issue were essenti-
. ally of a bilateral nature ... all countries which had a special interest in 
the subject should be free ... to participate in the work of the group."82 

The basic division ·within the group has been in regard to the substantive 
criteria which should govern delimitation. One group of States favours the 
median or equidistance line between coasts as the fundamental rule of 
delimitation,. except where special circumstances require departure from it. 
The other group insists on the application of the principles of equity, giving 
no special preference to the median or equidistance line. Median line States 
tend to favour compulsory and binding settlement of delimitation disputes; 
equity States tend to oppose it. But the correlation is by no means exact; 
there are several exceptions to these tendencies.83 The ·difference between 
compulsory and non-compulsory jurisidiction is that agreement on compul
sory jurisdiction is s_ufficient unto itself and no further agreement is necessary 
to bring the mechanism into operation when a dispute arises whereas non
compulsory jurisdiction is contingent upon a subsequent agreement between 
the disputants-usually after the dispute has arisen-by which they consent 
to bririg the mechanism into operation.84 The threshold question of compul
sory jurisdiction became critical point of controversy in NG 7 where one 
group considered it to. be the sine qua non but for the other group, any text 
which included'it was unacceptable. 

The Informal Single Negotiating Text has given the option to the State 
to make a declaration while ratifying the Convention, or otherwise expres
sing its consent to be bound by it, that it does not accept some or all of the 
procedures for the settlement of disputes specified in the Convention with 
.respect to the categories of disputes. concerning Sea-boundary delimitations 
between adjacent" or opposite States, or those involving_histodc bays or titles, 
provided that the State making such a dec!a:ration shall indicate tberein a 
regional cir either third-party procedure entailing a binding decision, which 
it accepts for the settlement of these disputes. 85 The Revised Single Nego
tiating Text keeps the substa.ntive part .of the above text intact but enlarges 
the scope of its operative clause by addition of the words "or .at any Hrrie 
thereafter" after the weirds "or otherwise expressing its consentto be bourid 
by it.86 The integrated text (Informal Composite Negotiating Text) further 
restticts·the substantive part of the above text' by-excluding from such pro
cedures the disputes involving determination of any claim to sovereignty or 
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other rights with. respect to continental or insular Jarid territory." Finally, 
the Law of the Sea Convention endeavours at reconciliation of the divergent 
positions by making the following provision: 

Article 298: . . . 
When signing, ratifying or acceding to ihis Convention or at any time 
thereafter, a State may, without prejudice to the obligations arising under 
section I, declare in writing that it does not accept any one or more of 
the procedures provided for in Section 2 with respect to one or more of 
the following categories of disputes: 

(a) (i) disputes concerning the interpretation or application of Articles 
15, 74 a:nd 83 relating to sea· boundary delimitations, or those 
involving historic bays or titles, provided that a State having 
made such a declaration shall; when such a dispute arises sµbi 
sequent to the entry into force of this Convention and where :iio 
agreement within a reasonable period of time is reached in nego~ 
tiations between the parties, at the request of any party to the 
dispute, accept· submission of the matter to conciliation under 
Annex V, section 2; and provided further that any dispute that 
necessarily involves the concnrrent consideration of any unsettled 
dispute concerning sovereignty or other rights over continental 
or insular land territory shail be excluded from such submission; 

(ii) after the conciliation commission bas presented its report, which 
shall state Jhe reasons on. which it is based, the parties shall 
negotiate an agreement on the basis of that report; if these nego
tiations do not result in an agreement, the parties shall by mutual 
consent, su.bmit the question to one of the procedures provided 
for in section 2, unless the parties otherwise agree; · 

(iii) this sub paragraph does not apply to any sea boundary dispute 
· finally settled by an agreement .between the parties, or to any 

such dispute which is to. be settled in accordance with a bilateral 
or multilateral agreement binding upon those parties.88 

The maritime delimitation disputes settlement provisions of the Convention 
are intrinsically linked with its substantive provisions inasmuch as these ex
pressly refer to the substantive provisions of the Convention. More so, the 
substantive provisions also refer to the dispute settlement provision of the 
Convention. Article 15 of the Law of the Sea Convention deals with delimi
tation of the territorial Sea between States with opposite or adjacent coasts. 
It contains equidistance special circumstances formula for the purpose of 
such delimitation.89 Article 74 of the Convention deals with the delimita
tion of the exclusive economic zone between States with opposite or a.dja
cent coasts. The delimitation of the exclusive economic zone between States 
with opposite or adjacent coasts .shall be effected by agreement on the basis 
of international law, as referred to in Article. 38 of the Statute of the foter
national Court. or Justice, in order to achieve an equitab.Je solution.90 If no· 
agreement can be reached within a reasonable period of time, the States 
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concerned shall resort to the dispute settlement provision of the Conven
tion.91 Article 83 of the Convention deals with delimitation of the continen
tal shelf between States with opposite·or adjacent coasts. The principles for 
delimitation of continental shelf between States with opposite or adjacent 
coasts are similar to the principles for delimitation of exclusive economic 
zone betwe.en States .)Vith opposite or adjacent coasts.92 If no agreement can 
be reached within a reasonable. period ohime, the States concerned shall 
resort tb the dispute settlement provisions ofthe Convention.93 

. The Law of the Sea Convention. gives. option to the States for exclusion 
from compulsory .settlement procedures disputes concerning articles 15, 74 
and 83 of the Convention relating to sea boundary delimitations, or those 
involving· historic bays or titles. However, a State exercising such option is 
under an obligation to accept submission of the matter to conciliation when 
such .a dispute arises subsequent to the entry into force of this Convention 
and where no agreement within a reasonable period of time is reached 
between the parti,es. The introduction of compulsory conciliation procedure 
in the Conyention for the .reso.lution of maritime boundary delimitation· dis-

. putes constituies compromissory clause 'based on the criteria of acceptability. 
The words 'reasonable-period oftime'.introduce uncertainty and are subject 
to subjective interpretations. It is,therefore, in the fitness of things to delete 
these words .. This would avoid unnecessary controversy that might arise. 
Furthermore, the substantive provisions of the · Convention · particularly 
relating to d·elimitation of. the exclusive economic zone and continental shelf 
between opposite. or adjacent States ,import vagueness and uncertainty of 
such a high degr;ee as to became a prolific source of disputes in this area. 
These provisions are paradise for subjective interpretations. The scope of 
subjectivity in the interpretations of such provisions is so wide that .it would 
inake compulsory conciliation proced.ure ineffective. The confidence of the 
States in the compulsory conciliation procedure and consequently its effec
tiveness depends up.on minimizing the uncertainty, vagueness and ambiguity 
surrounding the substantive provisions concerning economic zone and conti
nental shelf between opposite or adjacent States. This would be possible by 
the adoption of equidJstance-special circumstances principle for the delimi
tation of the abovementioned zones between opposite or adjacent States. 
The equidistance-special circumstances principle is comparatively much more 
specific and is based on international law and equitable cpnsiderations. There 
is hardly any justification behind the much ado raised at the Third United 
Nations Conference on the Law of the .Sea on the issue of choice between 
equidistance-special citcuinstailces principles or equitable principles for deli
mitation of maritime boundaries as former derives its genesis from the latter'· 
and,. therefore, can be objectively applied to various sets of circumstances . 

. The Law of the Sea Convention restricts the scope of the compulsory 
conciliation procedure by providing that any dispute that necessarily involves 
the concurrent consideration of any unsettled dispute co_ncerning sovereignty . .. . . . . ... . - . '._ 
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·or other rights over continental or insular land territory shall be excluded 
from submission to compulsory conciliation procedure.94 Such exclusion is 
justified oil the ground that the Convention relates exclusively to maritime 
matters. It concerns itself with land territory only insofar as it may affect 
the maritime regime. The provisions of the Convention on islands, for in
stance, are not determinative of the legal status of the island per se; they 
·only specify the effect of the island on the ocean regiine.95 It is beyond the 
substantive scope of the Convention to determine the status of land territory . 
As the substantive articles of the Convention do not relate to such matters, 
it is certainly inappropriate for the dispute settlement provisions to cover 
them. It is, therefore, legally sound to exclude the consideration of land 
territory questions from compulsory delimitation jurisdiction. This provision 
.1ends acceptability to the compulsory conciliation procedure without unduly 
restricting its scope. 

Another issue which calls for examination is the time factor for the ope
ration of compulsory conciliation procedure. The pre-conditions for the 
applicabi.lity of the compulsory conciliation procedure are: firstly, the dispute 
must have· arisen subsequent to the entry into force of the Convention; and 
secondly no agreement would b.e reached within a reasonable period of time 
in the negotiations between the parties. The first precondition concerning 
the dispute having arisen subsequent to the entry into force of the Conven
tion deserves special emphasis and comment. The exception of the past and 
pre-existing disputes by,the Conyention is the result of the work of Nego
tiating Group 7. Truly past disputes are not the subject of debate in N.G 7 
as they are understood to be excepted regardless of any decision in that 
group.96 Considerable authority supports the proposition that a general title 
of jurisdiction, as for example, a declaration under the Optional Clause of the 
Statute of the International Court of Justice, may be retroactive unless 
otherwise indicated.97 Such is not the case with a special compromissory 
clause which is what one is dealing with in the Law of the Sea text. The 
International Law Commission has stated that 

"when a jurisdictional clause is attached to the substantive clauses of a 
treaty, as a means of securing their due application, the non-retroactivity 
principle may operate to limit ratione temporis the application of the 
jurisdictional clause. " 98 

In other words, if the jurisdic.tlonal clause is tied to the substantive provi
sions of a treaty, jurisdiction cannot be retroactive unless the substantive 
provisions are. Furthermore, Article 28 of the Vienna Convention on the 
Law of Treaties specifies what may be taken as· a settled principle that the 
substantive_provisions of a Convention are not retroactive with respect to 
situations which have ceased to exist at the time the Convention enters into 
force.99 Therefore, the Convention's provisions could not operate to reopen 
the United Kingdom-France continental shelf boundary, or the Tunisia
Libyl,l shelf boundary dispute. as all these would be situations which have 
c_ease\i· to e.xi.$\: 
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The debate, however, took place in the Negotiating Group 7 ·concerning 
exception of pre-existing delimitation disputes, i.e., those disputes which pre
date the Convention in some way but which remain unsettled at the time it 
enters into force. These formulae for the exception of pre-existing · disputes 
have been offered in NG 7. One Would have excepted disputes which came 
into existence prior to the entry into force of the Convention. Another 
would have excepted disputes which relate to situations or facts prior to the 
entry into force of the Convention. The third was a composite, excepting 
disputes which fell under either of the other' two formulae. 100 Analytically, 
the basic difference between first and the second formula is that the first 
looks to the dispute itself to see whether it is excepted and the second fo 
circumstances which underly the dispute. 

The C~urt has h~d a considerable difficulty in applying the 'situations· 
and facts' formula to actual cases. The question first arose in the Phos
phates in ·Morocco Case.1°1 The Italian Government claimed that its national, . 
one Tassara, had been injured as a result of various acts between 1920 and 
1934 by which the administration in French-protected Morocco had mono
polized the phosphates industry there. The monopolization was allegedly in 
violation of an international regime of equal access· to Motoccan industry. 
The Italian application based the jurisdiction on acceptance by both Italy 
and France of the Optional Clause of the Court's Statute .. The French decla
ration, which had taken effect in 1931 contained a clause similar to NG 7 
composite. It accepted jurisdiction only as to disputes arising after the rati
fication of the Convention 'with regard to situations and facts subsequent 
to? that date. The court found itself without jurisdiction. It decided that 
local acts, dahirs, by which the monopolization was begun in 1920, were the 
'essential facts constituting the alleged monopolization'· and, consequentiy, 
the facts which really gave rise to the dispute. Judge Van Eysinga dissented. 
He criticized the majority for looking to what he called 'casual facts'. In the 
Electricity Company of Sofia and Bulgaria Ca,se,102 an identical provision in 
the 1926 Belgian acceptance of the Optional Oause became an issue. 
Although, the Court referred to its dicta from the Phosphate case, it changed 
the standard of interpretation from broad to narrow in stating that 

"(!)he only ·situations or facts which must· be taken into account: .. are 
those which must be considered as being the source of dispute,'.'IOJ 

The same issue again arose in the Right of Passage Over Indian Territory 
Case.104 Portugal,· the applicant, had at the time inland territories completely 
surrounded by Indian territory. Passage between these territories and coastal 
Portuguese territory had occurred regularly and more or less Without inci
dent since the early nineteenth century. The substantive question before the 
International Court of Justice was whether this passage over Indian territory 
was exercised ·as a matter of Portuguese right or of Indian sufferance. It was 
neither implicitly settled nor directly addressed until 1953. In that year and 
1954, India effectively cut off passage by a series of increasingly severe rest• 
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rictions. India resisted the Portuguese application on the ground, inter alia, 
that its own 1940 acceptance of the Court's compulsory jurisdiction applied 
only to disputes with regard to .situations or facts subsequent to 5 February 
1930.105 Relying heavily. on the Electricity Company Case, the Court over
ruled the Indian objection and found that it had jurisdiction. 106 Reiterating 
the·Permanent Court's distinction between the source of rights on which the 
claim .is-based and the source of dispute itself, the Court decided that the 
historic exercfse of passage -was. only a source of rights .. Nevertheless; the 
Court implicitly conceded that the passage was a situation prior to the criti
cal date with regard to which the dispute aros_e: This was not dispositive in 
the Court's view.• What was important, was .the fact that this historic practice 
was curtailed in 1954. The critical temporal reference was the point at which 
the situation and fact intersected.t07 · 

The exception of disputes on the basis of their relation to situations and 
facts is an uncertain endeavour. 108 The one point on which the judicial 
authorities seem completely and unequivocally· in agreement is that the effect 
of the exception turns priinarily- on _the-circumstances of each individual 
case. 109 The wisdom_ of using. such a variable .and dependent formula in a 
dispute settlement ·provision of a general international agreement is question: 
able; it seems more likely to cause rather- than settle_ disputes. The difficulty 
becomes manifest wheh one tries. in:a· general,way to apply the learning of 
the _Court to boundary delin:iitation matters; Nevertheless, the applicability 
of the above jurisprudence to maritime boundary delimitation matters might 
give rise to the following issues: Is-.the undelimited boundary the source of 
the right only or the source of the dispute? What is' a historic fishing practice, 
an unusual or geological feature,. or a contested piece ofland? Are these facts 
or situations? Aie these in any given case/casual or essential facts? If the 
case' were to arise as one of delimitation pure and_ simple, would this be in 
the nature of a request for a declaratory judgment? If, on the other hand, 
the same case were to a_rise as a result of an arrest of a vessel in a doubtful 
border area, would this instead _be -a question of the redress of a wrongful 
act, looking only to· the crystallized incident itself? 

The first formula before the Negotiating Group 7 is comparatively easy 
to apply as it emphasises the dispute itself and not the facts and situaiions 
underlying the, dispute. In -Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions case, the 
Coutt found that the dispute arose at a time when the opposing views of the 
two governments. took definite shape.110 In the words of the Court "(a) dis
pute is a disagreement on a point of law- or fact, a conflict onegal views or 
interests between two persons." 111 Similar reasoning may be found in-much 
later decision in theinterhandelcase ofl959.112 Thecase between the United 
States and Switzerland. was grounded-in the disputed nationality of Inter
handel, a company with assets held in the United States. Switzerland assert
ed ·the non,enemy, Swiss character of the company, and sought repatriation 
of the·as~ets on its behalf . .The United States ·declaration of acceptance· of . . . ' 
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the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court referred only to disputes 'herein' 
after arising' .113 T~e United States ·contested jurisdiction, inter a/ia, · on the 
ground that the dispute had arisen prior to the effective date or' the United 
States declaration .of August 2, 1946. Although the.Coin! dismissed the Swiss 
application on other grounds, it rejected the United· States' contention on 
this point. The Court found that the first definitive· request' for restitution 
and United States rejection thereof came· ih 1948. It was, at this point, clear 
"that the divergent views :of the two Govemments were. concerned with a 
clearly defined legal question, namely the restitution of Interhandel's assets 
in the United States, and that the.negotiations·to this e_nd (had) reached a 
deadlock 114 Here also, the .·final.definitive; mutual recognition of the incom'. · 
patibility of!egal·views, made it a dispute. 115 

, .-. I • • ••,,. , 

These cases provide consistent ·and easily"'discernible jurisprudence to 
give guidance on the effects of an exception of pre-existing disputes arising · 
before a particular date. As compared-with texts inco,porating the 'situations 
and facts' formula,- such an ·exception .is a: model of clarity. The coming into 
existence of a dispute can, apparently be located .in time with some certainty, 
Thus, it does not suffer from the intrinsic ambiguity of tlie situations and 
facts model. The modelfollowed in.the Optional Protocol to the 1958 Law 
of the Sea Conventions is a picture· of absolute clarity wherein one party 
must notify the other of its opinionthat a dispute exists, then give the•other 
party a set period of time during which it may agree with this opinion or 
contest it. 116 Such a requirement would be consistent with I(elsen's definition 
'of a: dispute. to the effect that a 'dispute•exists, oif one party makes a claim 
against another party. and the ·other party rejects the- claim.117 

The La; of the Sea Coliveriti&ii draws a :diktinction between States who 
have·excepted the maritinte bou~dary dellmitation disputesfrom co~pulsory 
settlement procedures entailing binding de~isions by making declarations 
under . Article 298 of the Convention 'and those States. who have not made 
such declarations. For the:States who havli made'such decl,(ratlons, compul- / 
s~;y c~nciliation procedure comes irito ()p!Jrat{ciii for the. resoluiiori of. the 

· maritime boundary delimitation disputes adsirig subsequent to the entry in
to force of the Convention. There. is however; no provision in tlie Convehtion 
similar to the Optional Protocolto.the 1958Law of the Sea Conventions to 
simplify the task of dating of the dispute .. Does a dispute arise within the 
meaning of the Convention when facts or situations concerning it crystallize 
ot when the disagreement beiween the dispuiing States takes a definite shape? 
The Law of the Sea Convention has·no express answer to . .this question. It is, 
therefore, desirable to have a. provision in the Convention similar to the 
Optional Proto.col to the 1958 Law of the Sea ,Conventions. In the absence 
of such an ei<press provision; one must-discern. from "situations or facts" 
formula· and lean towards .the .adoption. of "crystallization of· disagreemeni 
.between the disputing States" model for the.purpose· of dating of the dispute; 
·.Such an approach would iend certainty· fo the operation of compulsory con-
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. ciliation procedure which is fulcruin of the delicately balanced maritime 
boundary delimitation dispute settlement mechanism of the Convention; The 
unsettled maritime boundary disputes at the time of entry into force of the 
Convention are excepted from compulsory conciliation procedure. This blunts 
the edges of the compulsory conciliation procedure. It is in the fitness of the 
things to widen the scope of compiilsory conbiliation procedure so as to cover 
the undelimited maritime boundary disputes. . · 

The. Convention treats maritime boundary delimitation disputes similar 
to · other maritime disputes for the States who have not made declarations 
for excepting such displites from compulsory settlement mechanisms of the 
Convention entailing binding decisions. The substantive provisions of the 
Convention for delimiting the. mar.itime boundaries are applicable to .the 
maritime boundaries undelimited at the time of entry into force of the Con
vention. Therefore; ·the disptite settlement provisions and consequently com
pulsory settlement·procedures entailing binding decisions are equallrappli
cable to such maritime boundaries undelimited at the time of entry into force 
of the Convention. This further strengthens the. point that the sphere of 
application of the compulsory conciliation procedure should also be broad
ened for the sake of consistenci so· as fo· include· the ·unsettled maritime 
boundary delimitation dispute with[n.its.scope .. 

The Law of the Sea Convention inakes it obligatory for the parties to 
negotiate an agreement on the I:,asis of the r~pcfrt of the Conciliation Com
mission which shall state the reasons' oil whi.ch it is based. ~f the parties fail 
to negotiate an agreement ori the basis ohtich report, they shall, by mutual 
consent, submit the question· tci one of the iirocedures for compulsory s.ettle
ment entailing binding decision, Unless they 'otherwise agree. In case, the 
parties fail to consent niutually on the choice of such procedure, the Aribitral 
Tribunal shall assume corrij:iulsory jurisdiction. The compuisory settlerrieni 
proced.ures, therefore, apply in a· roundabout way even _in case of. a dispute 
expressly excepted by means of a declaration from such compulsory proce
dures entailing binding decisions. 

The Co1wention follows the pa_ttern of emphasising the supremacy of the 
agreeuient between tbs parties by ·making the dispute s~ttlement provisions 
inapplicable to any sea boundary dispute finally· settled by an agreement 
between the parties, or to any Such dispute· which.is to be settled in accor
dance with a bilateral or multilateral agreement binding upon those parties. 

2-.222 Military Activities 

The exception of military activities from the international jurisdiction is based 
~n the doctrine of sovereign immunity of the warships,ll 8 The doctrine finds 
expression in the substantive-provisions of the Convention on the Law of the 
Sea. Article 95 of the Convention contains the rule that warships on the 
high- seas' have cori1pleie immunity from ihe jurisdiction of any State other 
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than the flag State. 11•-According to Artick96 of the Conyenti_on,,ships own
ed or .operated· by a State · and -used .only .on government :non-commercial 
service shall, on the high seas, have •complete,immunity from the jurisdiction 
ofany,State,otherthan the flag State.12~. · 

.. . .. : !, ,, ' , .. 

There .was not wuch cont~c:i-,ersy121 in _ihe Thir.d _United Nations Con
ference on the Law of the Sea over excep\ion of military activities from the 
compulsory .dispute settlement proced'ures of the Convention. Both. major 
maritime powers as ·well 'as vast< majority of ·other countries took for _granted 
at the beginning· of the· neg·otiationstliat immunity, would be carried over 
into 'the dispute settlemeni ·chapter.!Accordingly, military activities exception 
finds its place not only in the La\v of the Sea Convention liut l\lso in all the 
texts issued during the conference for facilitation of, the negotiations. The 
Single Negotiating Text excepts from compulsory settlement procedures dis
putes concerning military aciivities including those by, Government vessels 
and •aircraft engaged·'in non-commercial ser-vice, .it being•understood that 
law ·enforcement activities pursuant to. the Convention shall not be consider
ed military activities.122 The Revised Single Negotiating Text reproduces the 
same provision.123 Law-enforcement·activities do not fall in the category of 
optional exceptions ··as far as earlier-texts (SNT and RSNT) are. concerned. 
However, Informal Composite Negotiating Text includes law· enforcement 
activities withi11 the. sphere of application of the optional exceptions. Subject 
to the limitations. of compulsory settlement procedures. ( contained in Article 
296), the Composite Text excepted frorri compulsory settlement procedures 
disputes conc'erning law enfoi:ceineni' abtivities'in the exercise of sovereign ' · _,,. ··. rj•,, .. ·,. .r. • . •.:' .. • ., 

rights or jurisdiction provided for Jti the Convention. 124 Finally, the La\v of 
·the Sea Convention gives option to the parties .to except from compulsory 
~ettlerrient proGedures disputes concerning_ miiitary activities, including mili
tary activities by government vessels and aircraft_ engaged in non-commercial 
service, and disputes concerning law. enforcement activities in regard to the 
exercise of sovereign rights or jurisdiction· excluded from the jurisdiction of 
a court or tribunal under Article 297, paragraph 2 .or 3.125 · 

. / 

· The Exception of military activities favo.urs _naval pow.ers as such activi
ties of the naval.powers can be excepted from international jurisdiction. This 
ieaves tremendous scope"of international milit,ary manoevou~ing by naval. 
powers. The coasta_l States do not object to such. exception as military activi
ties by the. naval .powers,.in their. exclus.ive economic zone, shall be subject 
to their nationaljurisdictions. It is only in case of military activities on the 
high Seas that the flag State has the jurisdiction over them. The military 
activities of the naval powers in the exclusive economic zone of the other 
States fall within th~natiomil jurisdictions of.such States. 

The military activities exception more: closely resembles the. traditional 
sovereign immunity oLwarships- than the· exceptional power of.the coastal 
States to exclude warships from the tetri\orial sea,126! -.The· warships. of the 
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naval.powers can freely manoevour in the high seas, without any possibility 
of being sub}ected to internatio11al ju·risdictiori. The mobility of such opera
tions is the subject matter of national jurisdiction if such mobility extends to 
territorial sea or exclusive econornic zone of the other States. The Law of 
the Sea Convention, however, makes an endeavour to strike a balance bet
ween naval interests al)d coastal illterests by including within the category of 
optional excep\ions disputes concerning law enforcement activities in regard 
to the ·exercise of sovereign rights or jurisdiction excluded from the jurisdic
tion of Court. or Tribunal under Article 297, paragraph 2 or 3.127 

The fact that the military activities exception leans towards naval interests 
should not lead us to the conclusion that it does not serve coastal interests. 
The exception is of vital importance to avoid placing States in the impossi
ble position of.either having to reveal military sensitive information or being 
unable to defend t)l.einselves (against what may well be frivolous claims) 
without producing such information. 121. This is perhaps the reason that the 
military exception has gained general support. 

2.223 Security Council's Exerci~e of Functions 

The Law of the Sea Convention gives option to the States to except from 
the applicability of compulwry settlement procedures of the <;onvention 
disputes in respect of whic!Cthe Security Council of the United Nations •is 
exercising the functions ·assigned !Ci it by the Charter of the United Nations, 
unless the Security Comicil· decides to remove the matter from its agenda 
or calls upon· the parties to settle it' by the means provided for in the Con- · 
vention. 129 Th.e corresponding provision in• the earlier text (Single Negotiat
ing Text and Revised Single Negotiating Text) is limited· in scope wherein 
the optional exception is confined to only those disputes in respect of which 
the Security Council .of the United Nations, while exercising the functions 
assigned to it by the Charter of the United Nations, determines that speci
fied proceedings under the Convention interfere with the exercise ·of such 
functions in a particular case. 130 

: · The basis of the above prpyisio.n is the poHtical nature of the proceed-
ings in the.Securi(y Cou11cil coupled ·wiih the faith of the States in such 

. proceedings. If.the Security.C:::oµncil has taken cognizance of the matter and 
is exercising .its function.sunder the United Nations Charter,· such matter is 
e.xcepted from the compulsory settlement procedures if the parties ( or one 
of the parties) .exercise their option in this regard. The importance of such 
an exception is obvious from the fact that it has found its place in the ear
lier texts without much controversy 131 and. was later given a much wider 
perspective. 

The provisions of the Law of the Sea Convention concerning optional 
exceptions have certain striking features. Such features are as follows: 
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J .. WITHDRAWAL OF DECLARATI0!-1 

State Party which has made a declaration under 'Optional Exceptions' 
clause of the Convention ma-y at any time withdraw it, or agree to submit 
a dispute excluded by such declaration to any procedure specified in this 
Convention. 132 The variou; texts issued· for facilitation of the negotiations in 
the Conference also contain simHar provisions. 133 

2. PRINCIPLE OF RECIPROCITY 

The Convention gives expression to the principle of reciprocity by providing 
that a State Party which has made a declaration under its 'Optional Excep· 
tions' clause shall not be entitled to submit any dispute falling within the 
excepted category of disputes to any procedure in.the Convention as against 

· another State Party, without the consent of that party. 134 Similar provision 
is made in the various negotiating texts of the Coilference.135 This demons!· 
rates the strong adherence of the States with the reciprocity principle which 
derives its origin from the 'Optional· Clause' of the Statute of International 
Court of Justice. 136 The principle has been so indiscriminately used by the 
States as to r,duce their acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the 
Court to nullity. 137 · 

. The reciprocity principle in the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea 
en.titles each S_tate party to.reiy on the exception made by the otlier State 
Party. The court or tribunaL,xercisesjurisdiction over the maritime dispute 

. falling within the "Optional Excep'tions'' area o_fthe Convention only if the 
.· subject matte;·of such dispute is beyond the tei:in,s of the declarationmade 
. by both the disputing States.' If the . dispute falls within ihe scope . or' the 
. declaration made· by eve~· one· of the States, the court or tribunal has ·no 

jurisdiction io entertain such dispute. ·. . . . . 
. -··· - . -- .. . . . , .. '• 

The principle. depkts the. need_s. of. political reality :and is designed to 
, stabilize the delicately balanced equilibrium of.the Law of the Sea Conven• 
· tion . 

. 3. EFFECT OF NEW OR wmioRAWAL OF DECLARATION ON . 

PENDING PROCEEDINGS 

· The'Convention"provides:-thar-a· new declaration, or the withdrawal of a 
· declaration does not in any way affect proceedings pending before a court 

or tribunal unless the parties otherwise agree. This provision of the Con· 
· · vention is definite ·improvement over the Statute of:the International Court 

of Justice which does not expressly make parallel provision. This gap in the 
Statute was, however, filled by the jurisprudence of the International Court 
of Justice. 138 The principle stated in the Convention is, therefore, an express 

·. affirmation of the j11r_isprudence of the International Court of Justice. It 
aims at bringing certainty and specificity in the Convention. 

2.23 Evaluation 
. . . . ' . . . . •.. . . 

UN Convention 011 the Law of the Sea is a laudable endeavour which gives 
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expression to the doctrine of 'non-frustration' of t)le compulsory displ!te 
settlement machinery. Nevertheless it meets the needs of political r.eality by 
providing for limitations and optional exceptions in certain areas of vital 
importance to the States. · 

The jurisprudence of the International Court of Justice brings out the 
importance of certain procedural safeguards· in the international litigation 
to avoid the abuse of legal process. The assurance of non-abuse ofthdegal 
process and filing of the well founded claims shall go a long way in streng
thening international maritime adjudicatory process. In the absence of the 
abovementioned twin procedural safeguards in the Law of the Sea Conven
tion, the presence of a rule in the Rules of the International Tribunal for 
the Law of the Sea· 'similar to Article 38 of the Rules of the IIiternatioiial 
Court of Justice is of utmost importance. 

The.scheme of the dispute settlement machinery of the Law of the Sea 
Convention is that the disputes concerning activities of the States on the 
High Seas and the International Sea-bed Area are subject to compulsory 
international adjudiction whereas the disputes involving exercise of sovereign 
rights·or jurisdiction by the coastal States are excepted from compulsory in
ternational adjudication and made subject to national jurisdictions. The ex
ception of the disputes· involving exercise of sovereign rights or jurisdiction 
by the States except those citegories of such disputes mentioned in Article 
297 of the' Convention suggests that the disputes involving sovereignty of 
1he coastal States are ·beyon·d the purview of international· jurisdiction and 

· are matters of exclusive· domestic concern. ·This ·approach is based on the 
contextual interpretation of Article 297 and enjoys the support ·or acceptabi-
lity criterion .. The delicately balanced· eqt1i!ibrium of the "package .deal" 

· will be disturbed considerably if the restrictive approach in interpreting Article 
297 is adopted. Furthermore, the adoption of restrictiv,; interpretation of 
Article. 29T would give rise t<i absurdity ioasmuch as the dispu.tes concerning 
right of innocent passage in the territorial sea, right of the coastal State. to 
regulate innocent passage, p1:ompt release of vessels an.d crews detained in 
the territorial sea upon the postiµg of a. reasonable bond or other financial 

· security, exercise of sovereignty even in the airspace over territorial waters 
, etc. would be subject to. compulsory international adjudication of the law of 
the sea disputes would not be. acceptable to the coastal States. Thus, the 
contextual approach, aiming at the e.xception from. compulsory settlement 
procedures of maritime disputes involving exercise of sovereignty by the 
.coastal States, is projection of the contemporary trends of universalization. 

Notwithstanding the ever-growing importance of the dispute avoidance· 
over dispute settlement techniques in the area of protection arid preservation 
of the marine environment, the mechanism of the marine environment dis
pute settlement of the Convention is ·so strict as to give predominence to the 
interests of maritime powers. The disp,utes concerning violation by coastal 
State of the international rnles ,and standards for the protection and preser-
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vation of the ri1arine environment are subject to the compulsory settlement 
procedures of the Convention, without any exception. These international 
rules· and regulations for the protection and preservation ·of the marine en
vironment are nowhere defined in the Convention. As pointed out in the 
earlier part of this chapter (Section 2.212 Marine Environment p.133-34) this 
might proyide a handle to _the maritime pqwers for harassing the coastal States 
by requiring them to appear before international court or tribunal on the alle
gation that national laws an_d regulations cjo not conform to the international. 
rules and standards or by requesting the international court or tribunal to 
question the coastal State's exercise of a right and even substitute its discre
tion for that of the coastal State .. The accommodation of the coastal inte
rests would make the edges of the . marine envir.onment dispute settlement 
mechanism· sharper. This would be possible by defining international rules 
and standards in the substantive law or'the marine environment and placing 
caveat to the effect that the international court or tribunal may neither ques-

. lion the exercise of discretion by a coastal State nor sl)bstitute its discretion 
for that of the coastal 'State. 

The provisions of the Convention .concerning dispute seitlement mecha
nisins relating to scientific research . and fisheries. disputes. in the exclusive 
economic zone accommodate.the interests of the industrialized, long distant 
fishing States as well as coastal States. The deletion of the words 'manifestly', 
'seriously' and 'arbitrarily' (which are capable of subjective interpretations) 
occuring in the fisheries dispute· settlement mecha11ism of the Convention 
would further enhance _the usefulness of su·ch mechanism (compulsory conci-
liation procedure). .. .. - . 

· The maritime boundaries delimitation.disputes involve vital national inte
'rests. The L.aw of the Sea Convention is likely to become potential source 

. of such disputes in view of the concept of exclusive economic zone of 200 
·. nautical miles width coupled .with idiosyncratic coastal .configurations, small 
.islands, rocks and reefs, patterns of. historic. use a!]d disputed sovereignty 
. over c·oastal land territory· or islands . .The'. difficulties are bound to: escalate 
. with the vague.and uncertain nature. of .the: substantive provisions_ of the 
· Conveniiou.ccincerning· maritime boundary delimitation. It is in the interests 

·, of the:stability ·of the _'package .. deae, that the. vague and· uncertain nature 
of the.substantive provisions of the· Cqnvention for .·delimiting ·adjacent.or 
opposite exclusive economic zones and continental shelves is minimized. 
This would be possible by extending the applicability of the equidistance 
special ·circumstances, formula for delimitation of opposite or adjacent terri-

. -torial waters to the opposite or adjacent exclusive economic zones and con-
tinental shelves also. · · · · 

The compulsory conciliation procedure for the settlement of- maritime 
, boundary delimitation disputes (between States who have made declarations 
under Article 298 excepting the maritime boundary delimitation disputes 
from compulsory settlement procedures) comes into-operation if the dispute 
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arises SU bsequent to the entry into force of the Convention. Therefore dat
ing of the dispute is of utmost importance. The Convention contai~s no 
provision ln this regard. In the absence of a provision similar to 1958 Op
tional Protocol, as suggested earlier in this chapter (Section 2.221 Delimita
tion of Maritime Boundaries .. pp. 139-47) the point of time when the disag
reement between the parties crystallizes should be taken as material time for 
'the purpose of dating of the dispute. The 'facts and situations' formula 
involves godly wisdom in its application and should, therefore, be kept apart 
from human appHcation. Furthermore, the Law of the Sea. Convention 
has unjustifiably excepted from compulsory conciliation procedure disputes 
unsettled at the time of entry into force of the Convention. The compulsory 
conciliation .procedure shall become effective if its scope is widened so as to 

. include unsettled maritime boundary delimitation_ disputes within the sphere 
of its application. The words 'when such a dispute arises' should, therefore, 
be deleted from paragraph !(a) (i) of Article 298 of the Convention. 
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in 16 I.L.M. 1099(1977). 
14. See .. Matthews V. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 3i_9 (1976) (Due process requires 

that defendant be afforded. notice and op·portunity to be heard); Lilien
.. thals Tobacco vs. United St_ate.s, 97 U:S. 237 (1877) (burden on party 

asserting affirmative in civil .cases); The Hornet, 58. U.S. 100 -(1854) 
. (when party holding burden inakes prima facie case, burden. shifts to 

other side): Hollingsworth vs. Barton, 29 U.S. (4 pet.) 466 (1830); 
Waldrom vs .. BritishPetroJeum .Co.;.-38 F.R.D. 170 (S.D.N.Y; 1965), 
ajf'd 361 F. 26 671(2nd Cir, 1966), ajf'dsub nom: First Nat'lBank of 
Ariz vs. Cities Serv. Co. 39L U.S. 253 (i968) (Party may not maintain 
an action which is merely vexatious or·which is unnecessary and cannot 
be. productive of any practical:result). 

15. Calfisch and Piccard, The legal regime of maritime scientific research 
and the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, 38 
Zeit. Aus!. Offen. Recht. and, Volk. 848 (1978); Bernhardt, J. Peter A., 
Compulsory dispute settlement in the law of the sea negotiations: 

·. A reassessment, 19 Virginia Journal ofinternational Law 78 (1978). 
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16. Rosenne, Shabtai, Settlement of Fisheries Disputes. in. the· Exclusive 
Economic Zone, 78 A.J.I.L. !OJ (1979). 

17. Ibid. 
18. Ibid. 
19. The Informal Composite· Negotiating ·Text ,was issued aft:er th_e close of 

the sixth session (1977). In the organization oCthe work of the seventh 
session, a number 'of "core issues", defined as matters "without a settle
ment of which we could not possibly •secure general agreement on a 
Convention," were identified, see U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 62/62 (1978). 
Seven open'ended :negotiating groups were set up to examine them, 
see u;N: Doc. -A/CONF. 62/63 (1978). Negotiating Group 5,- under 
the Chairmanship of Ambassador Constantin Stavropoulos (Greece), 
was given the• mandate to examine the question. of the settlem·ent of dis. 
putes relating to the exercise of sovereign rights of coastal States· in the 
exclusive· economic zone. The report of the Chairman of Negotia
tion Group 5 (Doc ... NG 5/17) and his• suggestion for a compromise 
formula (NG 5/16) 'ate reproduced in 3 Seerechts Konferenz 820, 824. 
And see the formal.report by the Chairman at the I 05th plenary meet· 
ing of UNCLOS III (May 19, 1978). The nucleus composition of 
Negotiating Grou·p 5. consisted of the following 36 States: to· represent 
the African Group-Algeria; Angola, Egypt,· Lesotho; Liberia, Mada
gascar, Nigeria, Swaziland,• Zambia;: to represent the Asian I Group
China, Fiji, India, Indonesia, Iran, Oman, Pakistan, Singapore; to re
present the Latin-American Group.,:c-Argentina, Chile, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Guyana, Jamaica, Mexico; to represent the Socialis~ Group_:_ 
Bulgaria, Hungary, USSR., .Yugoslavia; to represent the Western Europe 
and Others Group-Australia, Canada,, Denmark, Federal Republic of 
Germany, Iceland, Norway, Switzerland; and the United States. It was 
understood that this allocation of seats among the different -regional 
groups did not follow the established· pattern, and was to be regarded 
as exceptional because of the subject matter of the issue involved. How
ever, all the groups were "open-ended" in the sepse that any participant 
not included in the nucleus was free to join any ·group with the same 
status as•the original members. About 100 delegates participated in the 

· plenary meetings ofNegotiating·Group 5. Similarly, its smaller work
ing group was not restricted to tile nucleus States. 

20. Notably by Switzerland,. Federal -Republic of Germany, and Israel, 
in working papers NG 5/7, NG 5/8 and NG 5/12, reproduced in 3 . 
Seerechts Konferenz 808, 809, .812. The suggested. modification of 
Article 296(1) by Switzerland provides: 
I. Without prejuµice to the obligations under ·section I, disputes relat

ing to the exercise b_y a _coastal State. of sovereign rights or jurisdic
tion provided for in the present .Convention shall only be subject to 
the procedures. specified. in the present· Convention when the condi
tions laid down in the succeeding paragraphs·. of this' article have 
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been complied with. 
2. The Court or tribunal shall immediately notify the other party or 

parties to the dispute that the dispute has been submitted to it and 
shall fix the time limit within which such other party or parties may 
appeal against the entertainment of the claim on the g·rounds that 
the 9laim constitutes an abuse of legal process or is manifestly un
founded. If the court or tribunal admits the objection, it shall de
clare the claim inadmissible. 

21. See, e.g.;: the orders indicating interim measures of protection in the 
. Nuclear Tests Cases, 1973 I.C.J. Rep, 99, 103, 135 and 139. 

22. Rosenne, Shabtai, I Law and Practice of.the International Court of 
Justice 363 (1965). 

23. Article 38, Rules of the I.C.J. adopted on 14 April 19.78, reproduced in 
17 I.L.M. 1286-1304. 
Article 38: 
1. When proceedings before the Court are instituted by means of an 

application addressed as ·specified in Article 40, paragraph· J, of the 
Statute, the application shall indicate the party making it, the State 

· · against which the claim is brought, and the subject of the dispute. 
2. The application shall specify as far as possible the IegaJ ·grounds 

upon which the jurisdiction of the G:ourt is said to be-based'. It shall 
al.so specify the precise nature of the claim; together with a succinct 
statement of the facts:and grounds on which the claim is based. 

3. The original of-the application shall be signed either by the agent of 
the party submitting it, or by the diplomatic representative of that 
party in the country in which the Court· has lts seat, or by some 
other duly authorized person. If the application bears the signature 
of someone other than such diplomatic representative, the signature 
must be authenticated by the latter or by the co1npeteht authority 
of the applicant's foreign ministry. 

4. The Registrar shall forthwith transmit-to the respondent a certified 
copy of the application. 

5. When the applicant State proposes to found the jurisdfotion of the 
Court upon a consent thereto yet to be given or manifested by the 
State against which such application is made, the applicatiorr shall 
be transmitted to that State. It shall not, however, be entered in the 
general list, nor any action be taken in the proceedings; unless and 
until the State against which such application is made consents to 
the Court's jurisdiction for the purpose of the case. 

24. UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, Article 297. 
25. Djalal, Problems of dispute settlement, discussion and· questions. In. 

Law of the Sea Conference: Outcomes and problems of implementation. 
Law of the Sea Institute, Tenth Annual Conference, June 22-25, 1976. 
Proceedings, ed. by Edward Miles and John Gamble, Jr. p, 262. 

26. Sohn, Ibid.; p: 262. · · . · 
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27. UN Convention on the Law of'the Sea, Article 297, para 1 (a). 
28. Ibid., Article 297, para 1 (b). 
29, The Third United· Nations Conference on The Law of the Sea, Official 

Records, Vol. ,5: see Jagota (India), at 18; Mrs. Kelly. de Guibourg 
(Argentina) at 18; Zagers (Chile) at 19. . . 

30. Adede; A.O., Environmental disputes under the Law of the Sea Con
vention;,? Environmental Policy arid Law 63-66 (1981) at p. 64. 

31. Ibid. 
32. Ibid., an Environmental Impact Statement,· as distinguished from an 

environmental assessment, provides the legal basis accordingto which a 
party may invoke. proceedings to preverii the-carrying out of a particular 
project on environmental grounds and to ensu·re that all other alternative 
means have been fully weighed with regard to the execution of the pro
ject, as provided by the law in question requiring the Impact Statement; 
See e.g. the power of the National Environmental Protection Agency 

33. 

34. 
35. 

36. 

37. 

(NEPA) of U.S.A. ' . . . . 
A recent controversy surrounding the World Bank irivoli/ement in the 
upper Mazarlini Dam Project in Guyana, is a case in point See World 
Bank Weights Disputed Guyana Dam Project, New York Times, 30 
Oct. P.A. 2; quoted in ibid. 
lbid. 
S.- ·schneider-Sawiris, The concept of compensation in the field of 

· trade and. environment, 5 Georgia · Journal of International Law and 
Comparative Law 357, at' 361(1975), quoted in Ibid. 
Consideration of such issues were projected hi" the research studies of 
the American Society of"International Law, see 72 A.J.I.L. 356, at 368 
(1978);· quoted in Ibid. · · 
Ibid., p. 64; Also see Chayes and_ Stein, R., The avoidance and adjust
men\ af environmental disputes. Special Publication of the American 
Society of International Law, published in 1976; quoted in Hargrove, 
John Lawranc~, Settlement of Dispute Under Law of. Ocean Use, with 
particular reference to Environmental Protection, 6 Georgia Journal of . 
International and Comparative Law 181 (1976). · 

38. The.Nordic Convention on the Protection of the Environment, Feb. 19, 
1974, reprinted in 1_3 I.LM. 591 (1974) contains provisions for suit in 
foreign courts, even by individual aggrieved persons (Article 3) as well 
as for c.onsultation between governments assisted by. an Advisory Com
mission (Article 11, 12): The Baltic Convention contains comprehensive 
dispute settlement procedures providingJor negotiation, conciliation and 
eventually arbitration or adjudication, but resort to these procedures is 
not compulsory (Done on March 22, 1974, reprinted in 13 I.L.M. 544 
(1974); Article "18 of the Current Draft Convention for the protection of 

· Marine Environment against pollution in the Mediterranean (U. N. Doc. 
UNEP/W.G. 2/INF 3 (1975) provides for .compulsory sub.mission to 
adjudication by the I.C.J. or arbitration. 
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39. The Law of the Sea.8onvention, Part XII, Articles 192 to 237. 
40. Ibid., Article 297, para l (c). . 
4J, In.tergovernmental Ma,itime <;ons,ultative, Organization Convention for 

·. , the Pi:evention of ,l;'ollution of.the Sea from ShipE, !973 IMCO Doc. 
MP/CONF/WP. 35 (1973), reprj11ted in 12 I.Llvj:.1319 (1973), quoted 

·in.;Bernhardt, J. Peter A-, Compulsory dispute ·settlement in 'the law 
of the sea negotjations, 19 Virgi11ia Journal of International .Law 69-105 
at 80 (1978); Also see Sohn, Problems of dispute settlement, discussion 
,and, questions; supra,.notp. 24,, .p. 263,. ; . ., , . , • . . . , · 

42. Bernharqt has made. similar observation while examit1ing.the correspond
ing prqvisions of Tnfqrmal, ,Cmnposite.Negotiating. Text, SeeBernhardt, 
J .. Peter A.,, Compu.lsory .dispute settleme.nt in the law of the sea 

. Negotiations, 19 VirginiaJ.ournal offoternational Law 80 (1978). 
43. Ibid. 
44 .. D,one at London. MJiY 12, 1954, 12 U.S.T. 2989, T.I.A.S. No. 4900, 

327 U.N.T.S. 3 (entered into force Dec. 8, 1961), quoted in ibid. 
45., As on Jan 22,: 1979; only three States had ratified the IMCO Conven

tion. Article 15 9f the C3onvention provides that the IMCO treaty enters 
into force when. 15 St.ates; t.he combined merchant fleets of which con
stitute not less tha:n 50% of gross ton.nage of the world's merchant 
shipping have become parties to it. The 1978 amendments to the, 1973 
Convention have, i.n9orporated in, 197.3 Cqnvention byreferencefaorder 
to fi,wilita.t~. r.atification, by permitting ratification of treaty upon ratifica
tion of the 1978 amendments; quoted in ibid. 

46. Gµrdip Singh, Compulsory international adjudication of the law of the 
sea disputes: An enquiry, 6 and 7 'Delhi Law Review 117 to 128 and 123 
(1977 and 1978). · 

47. The Law of the Sea Convention, Article 238. 
48, Ibid:, Article 245, which provides that ''cqastal States, in the exercise 

of th~ir,sovereignty, have the exclusive right to regulate authorize and 
conduct marine scientific research in their territorial sea. Marine scienti
fic research therein shall be conducted only with the express consent of 
and under the conditions se/ forth by the coastal State. 

49. Ibid., Article. 246, para l, which re.ads as: "cpastal States, in the exercis,e 
of their jurisdiction, have the right to regulate, authorize and conduct 
mariqe scientific research in their exclusive economic zone and on their 
continental shelf in accordance with the relevant provisions of this Con
vention. 

50, Ibid,, Article 246; para 2, which reads as: "Marine scientific research in 
the, exclusive economic zone and ,on the continental shelf shall be con
ducted with the cons,ent of, the coastal State. 

51.. Ibid., Article 246, para 5, ·which reads as: "coastal States may however 
ill their ·discretion withhold: their· consen·t, to the conduct of a marine 
scientific resear.cl1 project of ~nether State or competent.international 
organization in th.e exclusive econ:om.ic zone ·or .on the continental shelf 
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of the coastal State if that project: 
(a) is of direct significance for the exploration and exploitation of 

natural resources, whether living or non-living; 
(b) involves drilling i_nto the continental shelf, the use of explosives or 

the introduction of harmful substances into the marine environment; . 
(c) involves the construction, operation or use of artificial islands, in

stallations and structures referred to in Article 60 and 80; 
( d) contains information communicated pursuant to Article 248 regard

ing the nature. and objectives of the project which is inaccurate or 
if the researching State or competent international organization has 
outstanding obligations to the coastal State from a prior research 
project. 

52, Ibid., Article .246, para 6, which reads as "Notwithstanding the provi
sions of paragraph 5, coastal States may not exercise their discretion to 
withhold consent .under sub-paragraph (a) of that paragraph in respect 
of marine scientific research projects to be undertaken in accordance 
with the provisions of this part on the continental shelf, beyond 200 
nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial 
sea is measured, outside those speeific areas which coastal States may 
\(t any time publicly designate.as areas in which exploitation or detailed 
exploratory operations focused on those areas are occurring or will 
qccur within a reasonable period of time. Coastal States shall give reason
able notice of the designation of ·such areas, as well as any modifications 
thereto, but shall not be obliged to give details of the operations therein. 

53, Ibid., Article 253, which reads as: 
·I. Coastal States shall have the right to require the suspension -of any 

marine scientific research activities in progress within its exclusive 
economic zone or on its continental shelf if: 
(a) the research activities are not·being conducted in accordance 

with the· information communicated as provided under Article 
248 upon which the consent of the coastal State was based; 
or 

(b) the State or competent international organization conducting 
the research activities fails to comply with the provisions of 
Article 249 concerning the rights of the coastal ·State with res

. pect to the marine scientific research project. 
2. Coastal States shall have the right to require the cessation of any 

marine scientific research activities .iri case of any non-compliance 
with the provisions of article 248 which amounts to a major change 
in the research project of the research activities.· . 

. 3. Coastal States may.also require cessation of marine scientific rese
. arch activities if any of the situations contemplated in paragraph I 
are not rectified within a reasonable period of time. . 

4. Following.notification by the coastal State·of its decision to order 
suspension or cessation, States or, competent international organiza-
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tions authorized to conduct marine scientific research activities shall 
terminate the research-activities that are the subject of such a noti
fication. 

5. An order of suspension urider paragraph· 1 shall be lifted by the 
coastal State and the marine scientific research activities allowed to 
·continue once the researching State or competent international 
organization · has , complied · with the conditions required under 
Article 248 and 249. 

54. Revised Single Negotiating Text, Article 17(1) (c), Part IV, U.N.Doc. 
A/CONF.62/WP.9/Rev.2. 

55. Informal Composite·Negotiating Text, Article 296, para 3, U.N.Doc. 
A/CONF.62/WP.I0, 15 July 1977. 

56. Ibid. 
-57. Ibid. -
.58. The Law of.the Sea Conyention,,Article 297,.para 2(a). 
59. Ibid., Article 297, para 2(a)(i) and 2(a) (ii). 
60. Ibid., Article 297; .para 2(b) 
61. Ibid. ,. 
62. Ibid., Article 61,: which reads ,as:· 

I. The coastal State shall determine_ the allowable catch of th_e !iv- · 
ing resources in. its exclusive economic zone; 

.2. The coastal State, taking into account,,the best scientific evidence 
· available to it, sliall ensure. through proper conservation and manage
. ment measures that the· maintenance of the living resources in the ex

clusive e.conomic zone is not endangered by over-exploitation. As ap
propriate, the coastal State and. c.ompetenrinternational organizations, 

·. whether sub-regional,,regionaior-global; shall cooperate to this end. 
3. Such measures shalL also be_ designed to maintain. or restore 

·populations on harvested species at levels which.can produce the maxi
mum sustainable yield, as qualified by relevant environmental and eco
nomic .factors, including.the e_conomic needs of coastal fishing commu
nities and the special reguirements of developing States, and taking into 
account fisbing,patterns; the interdependence of- stacks and any gene
_rally recommended ..international minimum standards, whether sub
regional, regional or global._ 

4. In taking such measures the_ coastal State shall take into conside
ration th_e effects.on.species associated with or dependent upon harvested 
-species.with a .view to maintaining or restoring populations of such 
associated or dependent species above levels at" which ·their reproduc
tion may become seriously threatened. 

. 5. Available. scientific information, catch and fishing effort statistics _ 
and other data relevant to the conservation of fish stocks shall be con
tributed and exchanged on a.regular basis through competent interna
tiopal organizations,_ whether subregional,._ regional _or global where 
appropriate and; w_ith participation by, all States_ concerned including . . . ' 
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Limitations and Exceptions 1·d&t 
States whose nationals are allowed to fish in the exclusive economic· 
zone .. 

63. Ibid:, Article 62. 
64. Ibid,; Article 69. 
65. Ibid., Article 70. 
66. The Revised Single Negotiating Text, ·Article 17, Para l(d), U.N.Doc.· 

A/CONF.62/WP.9/Rev.2. 
67. The Informal Composite Negotiating Text, Article 296, para 4, U.N. 

Doc.A/CONF.62/WP. IO, which reads as under: 
"No dispute relating to the interpretation or application of the provi
sions of the present convention with regard to . the living resources of 
the sea shall be brought before such court or tribunal unless the ccindi-

- tions ·specified in paragraph 1 (various safeguards discussed above) have 
been fulfilled; provided that: · · 
(a) when it is alleged that there has been a faiiure to discharge obligations 

arising under Article 61, 62, 69 and 70, in no· c-ase shall the exercise 
of a discretion in accordance with Articles 6 I and 62 be called in 
question; and 

(b) the court or tribunal shall not substitute its discretion for that of 
the coastal State; and · 

(c) in no case shall the sovereign rights of a coastal State be called in 
question. 

68. The Law of the Sea Convention, Article 297, para 3. 
69. Rosenne, Shabtai, Settieruent of fisheries disputes in the exclusive 

economic zone, 73 A.J.I.L. 89 (i979) at 98. 
70. The Law of the· Sea Convention, Articles 61-75. · 
7L Ibid., Articles 64 to 66. 
72. Ibid., Articles 116 to 120. 
73. Ibid., Part XV, Section II. 
74. The conciliation procedure of Annex Vis closely modeled on that of the 

. Annex to the Vienna Convention on the· Law of Treaties of May 23, 
· 1969, in which it is expressly· stated that that the report of a Concilia
tion Commission shall not be binding. United Nations Conference on 
the Law of Treaties. First and Second Sessions, Official Records, Docu-. 
ments of the Conference 289, U.N.Doc.A/CONF.39/27(1969), repro
duced in 63 A.J.I.L. 875(1969). · An informal suggestion has been 
submitted by the Netherlands and Switzerland that would allow any 
party to a dispute before a Conciliation Commission to ·declare unilate
rally that it will abide by the conclusions or recommendations of the 
report as far as it is concerne'c:I. Doc. SD/I, reproduced in 3 Seere
chts Konferenz 1099. That question is based on-Article 85, paragraph 
5, of the Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in their 
Relations with- International Orgariizaiions of a Universal Character of 
March 14, 1975, 2 United Nations Conference on The Representa

·. tion 6f States in 'their Relations :with. International Organizatfons, Offi-
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cia! Records, 207, u:N.Doc.A/CONF.67/16(1975), also in U.S. Dept. 
of States pub. no. 8865, 1975 Digest of United States Prac!ices--in Inter
national Law 4 I ( 1976). But the maintenance of the exclusively non
binding character of the report of the Conciliation Co,nmission is an 
essential element of the near consensus reached in Negotiating Group 5. 

75. • Bernhardt, J.Peter.A., Compulsory dispute settlement in the Jaw of 
the sea negotiations: A reassessment, 19 Virginia Journal of Interna
tional Law 69~105(1978). Bernhardt vehemently critici_zes this provision 
in the following words: 

", .. The proposed Article 297(3) does lip service to-CDS procedures 
by providing that fisheries disputes shall be settled. in accordance with 
Section 2 of !',art XV. This-provision is virtually meaningless, however,. 
because ... ,-the only significant disputes that will arise in the living re
sources area, such as coastal State sovereign rights, discretionery 
powers for determining . the allowable. catch, harves_ting capacity, and 

. allocation of surplus, wiU not ,be sµbject to CDS procedures leading to 
• a binding decision-Article 296(3) precludes binding dispJite settlement 

decisions in any fisheries dispJites, even in the case of coastal State over 
exploitation of the _living resources of the BEZ, the one area in which 
CDS procedures leading to a. binding decisions would probably apply 
under ICNT formulation. Eve'n non-binding conciliation will apply to 
overexploitation disputes only if the coastal State has manifestly failed 
to comply with. its obligation to ensure that living resources in the BEZ 
· are not endangered by overexploitation. Although Article 297(3) pro
vides that conciliation will apply if a coastal State has arbitrarily refused 
to determine the allowable .catch and its capacity to··harvest or has 
arbitrarily refused to allocate the surplus, this safeguardis relatively 
ineffective because the Conciliation Commission inay not substitute its 
discretion for that of the Coastal State. -This :latter prohibition can be 
deleted because the discretion of a coastal St.ate which is ~cting in good 
faith need never qe disturbed under the arbitrary refusal standard ... " 

76., Tod, M.N., in International ar_bitration among the Greeks (London, 
1913) states, at pp: 53--54: "By for the largest class of disputes submitted 
to arbitration i11 the ancient Greek, world appears to have consisted of 
those which arose out of conflicting territorial.claims." See also Ralston. 
J.H., International arbitration from Athens to Locarno, (Palo Alto, 
CA, 1929) pp. 158. 170-73. 

77. Ralston, ibid., at p. 179. 
78 .. Stuyt, A.M., .in his Survey of international arbitrations, 1794-1970 

. (Leyden and Dobbs Ferry, NY, 1972), indexes 74 arpitrations in the 
period as relating to. boundary questions. 

· 79. In_ the_Grisbadarna case.of 1909, for example, an arbitral tribuna!'esta
blished in the framework; of the Permanent Court of Arbitration deter
_mi_ned the territorial se~-boundary°between_Nor;vay and Swec;!en .. Scott, 
J.B:, 1 Ha¥ue Court Reports, pp. 122-32 (NeW; York, 1916) 4 A.J.I.L. 
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226, (1910). 
80 Irwin Paul C., Settlement of maritime boundary disputes: An analysis 

ofthe·Law of the Sea Negotiations, 8 Ocean Development and Inter
national Law 105-148 (1980) at p. 107. 

81. U.N.Doc. A/CONF. 62/62, paragraph 5(7), 10 UNCLOS III, Official 
Records 6, at p. 8 (U.N.Pub.E. 79.V. 4). 

82. U.N.Doc. A/CONF. 62/63, April I 8, 1978, p. 4. 
83. Irwin, Patil C., Settlement of maritime boundary disputes: An analysis 

of the Law of the Sea Negotiations, 8 Ocean Development and Inter
national Law 105-148 (1980) at p .. 110. 

84. Ibid., p. U 1. 
85. The Informal Single Negotiating Text. Article 18(2) (a), Doc.A/CONF~ 

62/WP. 9/Rev. I. 
86. The Revised Single Negotiating Text, Article 18(1) (a), Doc.A/CONF. 

61/WP. 9/Rev. 2; 
87. The Informal Composite Negotiating Text, Article. 297(1) (a), U.N. 

Doc.A/CONF. 62/WP. IO. 
88. The Law of the Sea Convention, Article 298(1)(a). 
89 .. Ibid., Article 15, :. "Where the coasts of two States are opposite or 

adjacent to each other, .neither ·of the two States is entitled, failing 
agreement between them to the contrary, to extend its territorial sea 
beyond the median line every point of which is equidistant from the 

... nearest points on the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial 
sea of each of the two States is measured. The above provision does 
not apply, however, where, it is necessary. by reason of historic title or 
other special circumstances to delimit the territorial seas of the two 
State.s in a way which is at variance therewith. 

·90. Ibid., Article 74, para L 
91. Ibid., Article 74, para 2 .. 
92. Ibid.; Ar!icle 83, para 1. 
93. Ibi\i., Article 83., para 2. 
94. 1'his provision of the Cqnvention differs fro.in. Informal. Composjte Text 

inasmuch as under the Convention, the. entire dispute is excepted ·from 
compulsory process any time a land territory question figures in a: deli-

. : 0 .mi.talion dispute whereas under the Infc;,rmal Composi.te Negotiating 
· .Te~(,th, delimitation dispute is actua\ly not excepted at all; the compe

•· tent court,. tribunal, or other_bqdy is simply precluded from pronouncing 
qn the land sovereignty questio.n in the <:ourse of considering the mad
.time delimitation. The practical consequences of this distinction may 

... not be .so great as t.he theoretical differences might suggest. Although 
(he dispute settlement procedure remains operative under the Composite 
Text, the court or. tribunal can only pronounce a decision if it can 
sensibly do so without commenting on the land territory question. Short 
of some sort of hypothetical or contingent judgment, the court or 
tribunal could only realistically decide the case if it determined that the 
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land sovereignty question was essentially irrelevant to the maritime 
delimitation. The likelihood of such a ·determination particularly where· 
the continental shelf delimitation is part of the dispute is exceedingly 
small. In finding that the Greek reservation of "disputes relating to the 

· territorial status of Greece". deprived the Court of jurisdiction in the 
Aegean Sea Continenal Shelf case, the Court noted that "it is solely by 
virtue · of the coastal State's sovereignty over the land that rights of 
exploration and exploitation in the Continental shelf can attach to it
A dispute regarding those rights would, therefore, appear to be one 
which may be said to relate.to the territorial status of the coastal State." 
1978 I.C.J. Rep. 3 at 36. Nevertheless, iµ case of a situation, although 

· remote; where the land sovereignty question is essentially irrelevant to 
the maritime delimitation, the Court or tribunal would take jurisdiction 
even under the Convention when it determined that the case did not 
"necessarily invoive concurrent consideration of any unsettled claim to 
a land the territory. 

95. The Lawof the Sea Convention, Article 121. 
96. For example, it was thought necessary to· include in the American 

Treaty of P.acific Settlement (Pact . of Bogota) the following proviso: 
"The aforesaid ( dispute settlement) procedures ... may not be applied to 
niatters already settled by arrangement between the parties, or by arbi
tral award, or by decision of an. international court, or which are gover
ned by agreements · or treaties in force on the date of the conclusion 
of the present treaty. "Treaty of April 30, 1948, Article 6, 30 UNTS 
84; at 85: See e.g;; Rosenne, S.; the Law and. Practice of the Inter
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